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TM

[:SPECS :] 

WEIGHT: 
Loadable from 10 to 40lbs.

Sand Capacity 16lbs. 

MATERIALS:
Outer Shell constructed with heavy 

duty, 1000D Mil-Spec Cordura and 

an inner fillers made of tear proof 

Ballistic Nylon.

AVAILABLE COLORS: 

FEATURES:
100% USA Made from water-resistant 

1000D Cordura, unique 12 pocket de-

sign, distributable weight options, 

body conforming fit, unique filling 

system, velcro chest patch location

 
 
 
                        :MIL-SPEC: 721-104

MADE IN THE U.S.A.  •  BUILT TO LAST  •  BACKED BY THE BRUTE FORCE SHIELD WARRANTY!
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UNSTABLE LOAD TRAINING: 
The ability to unconventionally move or lift an 
odd object or unstable, or uneven load efficiently 
and effectively. We are all about Unstable Load 
Training because it provides a much more dynamic 
and challenging training experience. The unstable 
nature of a sandbag forces you to engage your 
body’s stabilizer muscles, building coordinated 
strength and balance throughout your body.



Avoid extended exposure to moisture, Cordura is water 
resistant but not water proof, and over time this could 
potentially degrade the stitching of your bag.  Feel free 
however to wash your sandbag as needed by hand or in a 
washing machine on a gentle cycle; air dry only.

Do not set your bag on fire for any reason. If you find this 
too tempting, be sure to capture it on video so we can 
post it on YouTube. Be aware, this will certainly void your 
warranty.

Do not use the desert camo sandbag in the desert.

Do not use the black sandbag in the dark.

Do not use the neon sandbag at a rave.

Do not use the coyote tan sandbag near coyotes.

If you are a guy, know that it is ok to use the hot pink 
sandbag; there is great honor in lifting heavy pink  objects.

Finally, do not let your friends borrow your Brute Force 
Sandbag, you will not get it  back. Instead refer them to 
www.bruteforcetraining.com so they can get their own. 

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT BRUTEFORCETRAINING.COM

SANDBAG INSTRUCTIONS & CARE
Your Operator Weight Vest is made tough and designed to be abused!

[:STEP 1:]  FILL INSERTS 

[:STEP 2:]   LOAD SHELL 

 [:STEP 3:]  ADJUST

[:STEP 4:] TRAIN ACCORDINGLY

[:CONFIGURATION:] 

Open up the 12 inner fillers included with your vest by pulling apart each velcro strip.  Pour the sand directly inside each filler one by 
one, filling each to 1/4 inch below the lowermost velcro strip. This will ensure that there is enough room for the filler to close and for 
sand to move within the filler as intended. Make sure that the velcro on each filler is free of sand! Once the velcro is clear, use your 
fingers to press inch by inch along the length of the lowermost velcro strip (the one around the inside of the filler) until it is sealed 
tightly and evenly. There should be no gaps between any part of the velcro. Once the lower velcro is sealed, fold over the topmost velcro 
strips so that they are connected, and once again press your fingers along the length of each until evenly and tightly sealed. 

Now that all of your inner fillers are filled and sealed, place each filler into the pockets around the outside of your vest. Make sure you 
fill pockets with even weight on both the left and right sides, as well as the front and back. Once you have all desired fillers placed into 
the pockets on your vest, seal the pockets just and you did the inner fillers, by connecting the velcro and pressing along its length with 
your fingers.

Your weight vest is adjustable at both the shoulders and the hips. Try it on and experiment with different lengths at each point to get the 
fit you prefer. Get your vest on and off of your torso by releasing all adjustment points and sliding it over your head or dropping it down 
to your feet and stepping out of it.

Download the 
FREE Brute Force 

Mobile App for 
killer sandbag 

workouts.


